
Product Overview

The Poly CCX 500 Business Media Phone delivers high quality performance for
workers in private offices and in open cubicle environments. The CCX 500 is
designed to deliver a simple and intuitive experience for medium/high volume
users from knowledge workers to contact center agents who need a full range
of collaboration features. The CCX 500 provides system flexibility by being able
to connect seamlessly as an endpoint for any control systems using Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

CIS Secure enhances the full featured Poly CCX 500 to make it TSG compliant by
modifying the phone to include Positive Disconnect functionality. The CIS
Secure DTD-CCX500 delivers additional security by offering additional options
including a removed microphone, disabled speakerphone and additional
network interface options for maximum flexibility. As part of our Desktop
solution offerings,  CIS Secure enables you to confidently communicate using
your own optimized workflow. Our DTD-CCX500 is designed to allow you to
leverage the comprehensive capabilities of your collaboration platforms with
the security of the mission in mind.
 
Key Features

Multi-Gesture
Capable

5" Color
Touchscreen

Headset
Ready

SIP
Capable

Poly
HD Audio

CIS Secure introduces the first Poly CCX series
TSG phone that brings you one-touch access to all
of your contacts and meetings. Securely.

SECURE TSG 
Poly  CCX 500

Benefits

Eliminate distracting
background noise at the
source with Poly Acoustic

Fence technology
 

Easy to manage with
robust provisioning and

management of
telephony deployment

and support
 

Conversations stay on
track. Hear every nuance
with the industry-leading
sound quality, featuring

Poly HD Voice.

https://cissecure.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cis-secure-computing-inc-
https://www.facebook.com/cissecure


Product Specifications

Part # - 10/100/1000 Base TX

CIS Secure Computing, Inc 
21050 Ashburn Crossing Drive, Suite 145 
Ashburn, VA 20147  
(703) 996-0500 
www.cissecure.com

SECURE TSG 
Poly  CCX 500

Class A CompliantClass B Compliant 

Part # - 100 MB SC Fiber 

Part # - 1G SC Fiber 

Options Available

Coming SoonDTD-CCX500-01
(TSG # TSG-B-05-2022)

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Microphone removed, speakerphone disabled, auto engage

User Interface Gesture-based, multitouch-capable touchscreen
5-inch color LCD (720 x 1280 pixel)
9:16 aspect ratio
On-screen virtual keyboard
Adjustable font size selection (regular, medium, large)
Multilingual user interface

Security 802.1X authentication and EAPOL media encryption via SRTP
Transport layer security (TLS)
Encrypted configuration files 
HTTPS secure provisioning
Support for signed software executables

Handset / Headset Port

Dimensions (with handset)

Weight

Operating Temp

RJ9 Interface / RJ9 Interface

Warranty

17.8 cm x 21.6 cm x 5.2 cm WxHxD (7.0 in x 8.5 in x 2.0 in WxHxD)

2.9 lbs.

32°F to 104°F (0° to 40°C)

Standard 1 year parts and labor
Optional 3 years parts and labor


